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ON PREDICTING THE GLOTTAL STOP IN HUALAPAI

Antonia Y. Fglárln

Abstract: Without providing substantial evidence, many Hualapai analysts have
posited the glottal stop as one of the phonemes of the language. In this paper,
I will argue that the glottal stop is for
the most part predictable. Evidence from
other Yuman languages also shows that this
phenomenon is not unique to Hualapai.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The behavior of the glottal stop in Hualapai is
a very interesting one. Certain linguists (e.g.,
have attributed a phonemic status to this sound,
while some (e.g., Redden (1966)) believe that since
the glottal stop is very unstable it should not be
assigned a phonemic status. What is rather
surprising is that those who regard the Hualapai
glottal stop as a phoneme do not provide any
craving evidence in support of its phonemic
status. Similarly, those who regard it as non-
contrastive ignore the important grammatical role
that it plays in Hualapai syntax.

In what follows, I will provide evidence to
support the view that, in spite of the "considerable
functional load" (Winter 1957:18) that the glottal
stop has, it is best regarded as a synchronically
non-significant sound in Hualapai. In the first
section of this paper, I will present various data to
show the instability and the predictability of the
glottal stop. I will also write rules, based on the
Sound Pattern of English (SPE) feature system (see
Chomsky and Halle 1968), for the derivation of the
glottal stop. The second section will present the
various grammatical functions that the glottal stop
performs and how it is gradually losing this role in
Hualapai syntax. In the third section, providing

evidence from other languages, e.g., Mohave, Cocopa, Apatai, Diegueño and others, I will show that this gradual loss of the syntactic role of the glottal stop is not unique to Hualapai.

The data employed in this analysis are primarily taken from Wares (1968), Hinton and Langdon (1976) and Watamiglie et al (1992).

2.0 REANALYSIS OF THE GLOTTAL STOP

2.1 Glottal Stop After a Short Stressed Vowel

The most common environment where the glottal stop occurs in Hualapai is after a short stressed vowel. It is, however, surprising that whenever it occurs in this environment, in most cases, it optionally alternates with vowel length. For example,

1. misi? ~ misi: 'girl'
   nithi? ~ nithi: 'aunt (mother’s older sister)'
   bahēdo ~ bahēdo: 'jail'
   yū? ~ yū: 'eye/face'
   wāṭk ~ wāṭk: 'to sit'
   jivsō? ~ jivsō: 'ribs'

There are two ways of accounting for the alternation in (1). First of all, one could assume that the glottal stop is the underlying segment which is optionally realized as [ʔ] or [i] finally or before another consonant. The above assumption will give us the following derivations:

2. /misiʔ/ → [misiñana] ~ [misi:] 'girl'
   /yūʔ/ → [yūʔ] ~ [yū:] 'eye/face'
   /wāṭk/ → [wāṭk] ~ [wāṭk:] 'to sit'
   /jivsōʔ/ → [jivsōʔ] ~ [jivsō:] 'ribs'

On the other hand, one might assume that length is the underlying feature while the glottal stop is one of its optional phonetic realizations. In this case, our derivational history will be as in (3).

3. /misi/ → [misi:] ~ [misi:] 'girl'
   /yū/ → [yū] ~ [yū:] 'eye/face'
   /wāṭk/ → [wāṭk] ~ [wāṭk:] 'to sit'
   /jivsō/ → [jivsō] ~ [jivsō:] 'ribs'
A cursory look at the status of vowel length in Hualapai may cause us to doubt the validity of the first assumption (i.e., deriving length from the glottal stop). For example, there is a clear distinction between short and long vowels as shown in (4) below.

4. pik 'dead'  ask 'to drink'
gula 'rabbit' guila 'rabbits'
diyuch 'relative' diyuch 'relatives'
qâk 'to lay' qâqiq 'crow'
êk 'to be many' kêt 'to carry'
bûwik 'to twine' bûwik 'to enter'
bilk 'to burn' bûlik 'to burn (one thing)' bûlik 'many things,'
qâwik 'to have' qâwik 'to bet money'
a large crack'

The data in (4) shows that vowel length is phonemic in Hualapai, because long vowels consistently contrast with short vowels.

Aside from the issue of contrast, sometimes, in Hualapai, plurals are formed by lengthening a stressed vowel of the singular noun. For example,

5. Singular    Plural    Gloss
bud            budj          hat
bakheld        bakhêldj       policeman
yumbulj        kumbuljlî       forehead
yiwillj        yiwilljlî       thigh

In (5), the stressed vowel is lengthened and a suffix -lî is added after the final consonant to form plurals.

However, if the final consonant is ë, it disappears in the plural form as shown in (4) below.

6. Singular    Plural    Gloss
hè?            hèj            dress
hû?            hûj            head
mit?           mitj           foot
?pâ?           ?pâj           bullet
yu?sunyâ?      yu?sunyâj      eye lash

If the glottal stop behaves like other consonants in the language, one will expect the plural forms in (6) to be as follows:

...
The fact that the plural forms in (6) are not realized as in (7) lends credence to the assumption that the glottal stop could not have been the underlying segment in the alternations presented in (1).

Notice that if the singular form originally has a long vowel, the long vowel is retained and only the suffix -j is added to form the plurals. For example,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>øni'idø</td>
<td>øni'idjø</td>
<td>pocket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jiväik</td>
<td>jiväikj</td>
<td>bone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mãid</td>
<td>mãidj</td>
<td>body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sal-si'yüd</td>
<td>sal-si'yüd</td>
<td>glove</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to using the suffix -j with length in plural formation, there are many instances when plurality is simply marked by lengthening the stressed vowel (also see Watahomigie et al 1982:195).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>göula</td>
<td>göula</td>
<td>rabbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gwevóy</td>
<td>gwevóy</td>
<td>tire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hmány</td>
<td>hmány</td>
<td>child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ilwi</td>
<td>ilwi</td>
<td>snake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hnal</td>
<td>hnal</td>
<td>gourd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>olo</td>
<td>olo</td>
<td>horse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If one were to assume that length is derived from /j/, there will be no plausible way to account for the instability of /j/ in (6) compared to other consonants in the same environment in (5). The stability of vowel length as opposed to that of the glottal stop makes it more plausible to assume that when length alternates with the glottal stop, length is the underlying feature which is optionally realized phonetically as length or the glottal stop.

2.2 The Glottal Stop Before a Stressed Vowel

Another common environment where the glottal stop occurs is before a stressed vowel that is not
preceded by another consonant. The occurrence in
this position is also observed by Redden (1966),
Winter (1957), and WaTes (1968). Redden claims that,
"Primary-stressed vowels, not preceded by a
consonant, are preceded by a glottal stop" (1966:11).
For example:

10. ʔiʔi  'worm'
ʔaw  'grandchild'
ʔeʔi  'house'
ʔop  'No'

Similar to the data in (10) are cases where the
glottal stop consistently occurs between two vowels
(i.e., V₁V₂) where V₁ is unstressed and V₂ is
stressed. For example:

11. daʔep  'negative marker'
gwaʔaʔi  'orange'
kaʔadjawo  'store'
heʔeʔik  'to have lice'
diʔink  'to hawk'
gwegiʔaʔola  'cook/clean'

The occurrence of [ʔ] in (10) and (11) is derivable
by a rule that inserts the glottal stop before a
stressed vowel, which is not preceded by another
consonant. Such a rule can be formalized as shown in
(12) below.

10. Glottal Stop Insertion Rule:

∅ ----> [ʔ] / [V₁] ----> V

The rule in (12) states that a glottal stop is
inserted before a stressed vowel that is preceded by
another vowel or a morpheme boundary. If rule (12)
adequately accounts for the occurrence of the glottal
stop in (10) and (11), it does not seem plausible to
assign a phonemic status to it in such environments.

Notice that an unstressed vowel can occur in a
morpheme initial position without being preceded by
any other consonant or a glottal stop. For example:

13. uciʔ  'coal'
iyuʔ  'owl'
unʔaʔ  'road'
iyuʔ  'willow'
atəʔ  'reeds'
ahā'  'water'
imāc  'dance'

The lack of a glottal stop before an unstressed initial vowel, such as in (13), shows that the existence of the glottal stop in (10) and (11) is conditioned by a following stressed vowel.

Notice, that the occurrence of a smooth vowel onset, as shown in (13), is quite unusual; nevertheless, other Hualapai scholars apart from Wares (1968) attested to such data in the language (see Redden 1966 and Watahomigie et al 1982).

2.3 Glottal Stop Alternating With Initial Unstressed Vowels

Apart from alternating with length, the glottal stop is also observed to alternate with an initial unstressed vowel. For example:

14.  a láv  "prickly pear"
ahmā'  "chili"
amū'  "mountain"
uwē'  "mouse"
awā'  "house"
atā'  "reed"
amūl  "anteater"
umhūl  "ash"
onyā  "sun"

The alternations above can also be accounted for in two ways, similar to the alternations with length and the glottal stop. One way is to assume that the glottal stop is realized as [u], [a], or [e] in initial position. The immediate problem with this solution is how to predict when the glottal stop becomes [u] as opposed to [a] or [e]. Since this prediction will be difficult to make, one may consider the other option, which is to assume that any unstressed vowel optionally becomes a glottal stop in initial positions. This alternative solution can be accounted for by the following rule:

15. Unstressed Vowel Replacement Rule (optional)

/ v /  -->  [ʔ] / #  -->  C

[-Stress]
The rule in (15) shows that an unstressed vowel is optionally realized as a glottal stop in initial position when followed by a consonant. This solution which assumes that an unstressed vowel in Hualapai can become a glottal stop, is supported by a similar phenomenon in Cocopa. Hinton and Langdon (1976:126) observe that the initial vowel of Cocopa is "structurally equivalent to the glottal stop of other Yuman languages. It should be noted that an initial glottal stop is present phonetically which, however, is not contrastive in Cocopa".

On the basis of the predictability of the glottal stop in all of the environments discussed above, it does not seem plausible to assign phonemic status to it. Nevertheless, in the next section, I will consider what might have led previous analysts (e.g., Winter 1966, Wares 1968, Langdon 1973, and Watanomigie et al. 1992) to posit the glottal stop as one of the phonemes of Hualapai in spite of their awareness of its instability.

2.4 Syntactic Role of the Glottal Stop in Hualapai

Almost every Hualapai syntactician observes the fact that the glottal stop marks the first person pronoun singular prefix. For example:

16. a. Nya - ch gyeviyăm ʔ- gowām - ʔ - wi
   I -Subj car 1st drive 1st Aux Pers Pers
   "I am driving a car"

b. Nya-ch haygyunuwaʔ-1 ʔ- yâm - ay ʔ- yu
   I Subj town-into 1st go Fut 1st Aux Pers Pers
   "I will go into town"

c. Nya - ch ʔ- sma. ʔ- yu
   I Subj 1st Pers sleep 1st Pers Aux
   "I am sleeping"

The function of the glottal stop as the first person prefix is not unique to Hualapai. This role is also performed by the glottal stop in most Yuman languages. For example, Hinton and Langdon (1976), in their analysis of object-subject pronounal prefixes in La Huerta and Mesa Grande Diegueño.
observe that both La Huerta and Mesa Grande Diegueño use the glottal stop to mark the first person prefix. Their comparative data also led them to assign this function to the glottal stop in Paipai, Yuma, Hualapai, and Havasupai.

Similarly, Mixco (1978) claims that the glottal stop is particularly apparent in the pronominal verbal prefixes which includes the glottal stop as the first person marker.

Apart from functioning as the first person prefix in almost all Yuman languages, Redden (196618) also observes that as a suffix, the glottal stop distinguishes questions from commands in second person form. In addition, Wetonomigio et al. (1982) show that the glottal stop sometimes replaces the subject marker in Hualapai. For example:

17. a. Nya - ch gweviyam ʔ- hām -yu  
    I Subj car 1st see Aux Pers
    "I saw the car"

    I Subj car - 1st pers -see - Aux  
    "I saw the car"

In (17a), -ch, which is the subject marker, is replaced by (ʔ) without changing the meaning.

All the above syntactic functional lead may account for why previous analysts posit the glottal stop as a phoneme. However, it has been observed that younger speakers delete the glottal stop when it functions as a first person prefix or as a subject marker (see Winter 1966 and Wares 1966). Similarly, Wetonomigio et al. (1982) gave the following examples to show how the glottal stop is deleted without affecting the interpretation of the sentence except for the formality.

18. a. Nya -ch ʔ- smā ʔ- yu (Formal  
    I Subj 1st sleep 1st Aux Speech) Pers Pers
    "I am sleeping"

b. Nya -ch ʔ- smā: yu (Everyday Speech)
In (10b and c) the glottal stop functions as the first person prefix is deleted without affecting the meaning of the sentence.

Considering everyday speech and the speech of younger speakers, it is obvious that the glottal stop is losing its syntactic role synchronically. Therefore, there is not enough synchronic evidence, based on the syntactic role of the glottal stop, to assign a phonemic status to it. It should, however, be pointed out that since the glottal stop still alternates with some phonemes in the language, one may assume that the change in the phonemic status of the glottal stop is still an ongoing process.

3.0 Evidence From Other Yuman Languages

The controversy over the phonemic status of the glottal stop is not unique to Hualapai. Hares (1968:39), in his comparative study of Yuman languages, admitted that he posited the glottal stop as a phoneme in Paipais and Diegueño only "for purposes of comparisons". He further stated that further investigation may show that the glottal stop occurs non-phonemically in Paipai. Similarly, for Diegueño, he observed that, even though the presence of the glottal stop often marks juncture, "it does not seem obligatory" (Wares 1948:37).

About eight years later, Hinton and Langdon (1976) noted that initially, the glottal stop is very unstable and is frequently omitted in Diegueño, and it is non-distinctive in Cocopa. As far as they are concerned, there is "a phonological trend to delete glottal stop, based on synchronic evidence of such a process in most (emphasis mine) Yuman languages" (Hinton and Langdon 1976:123).

As regards Mohave, as far back as 1911, Kroeber observed that the glottal stop is phonetically conditioned in the language, and in rapid speech, "it is likely to be slurred out of existence" (Kroeber 1911:69).

All the above observations lend credence to the fact that the gradual loss of phonemic status by the
glottal stop is a common process in most Yuman languages, and therefore not unique to Hualapai.

4.0 CONCLUSION

I have shown that the glottal stop is predictable in almost all the environments where it occurs. I assume that it synchronically co-exists with its alternants because the change is an ongoing process which has not been completed.

This trend is also evidenced in the syntax of Hualapai and other Yuman languages (see Hinton and Landdon 1976 and Watanomigie and others 1982) where the glottal stop can be dropped without affecting the interpretation of the sentence.

Notice, however, that this gradual change in the phonemic and functional role of the glottal stop is most prominent in the speech of younger speakers. What one can infer from this is that the glottal stop which was phonemic diachronically is gradually losing its contrastive power synchronically in Hualapai and most Yuman languages.

NOTES

1. Hualapai is a Yuman language spoken around Peach Spring, Arizona. It is closely related to Havasupai, Pejpa, and Yavapai which are regarded as a subgroup of the family (see Landdon 1975).

2. The data in this paper are written in Hualapai orthography unless otherwise specified. For example,

\[
d = [t] \\
\phi = [t'] \\
g = [k] \\
\phi = [p] \\
ch = [\sigma] \\
j = [\varepsilon] \\
ny = [\alpha]
\]

3. These examples are from Wares (1968).
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4. See Watahonigle et al (1982) for similar alternation between the glottal stop and an initial unstressed vowel.


